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In this handbook on successful hotel planning, the authors present an in-depth planning aid for the design and construction
of hotel property. In doing so, the requirements of both hotel
operators and planners are considered simultaneously.
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Hotel Buildings is addressed to architects, interior designers,
project managers, as well as project developers, property developers, and hotel operators. Having implemented their own
hotel projects, the authors are experts on this building typology.
On more than 300 pages they provide valuable advice on avoiding typical planning errors. Accompanied by detailed drawings
and explanations, this book is a true asset.
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Hotel zones
The guestroom floor
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From compulsory to voluntary action:
“Extreme optimisation”
The guestroom
The guest bathroom
The floor corridors
Maintenance rooms and technical distribution
The lift lobby and lifts

A step-by-step guide
to building planning
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The architect’s contract
The operator’s contract
Basic evaluation
The path leading up to the building application
General contractor agreements,
lead contractor agreements,
general planning contracts

Staircases

Types of tender
Implementation planning
Construction supervision and accounting

Most of the invested money is wasted in planning the guestroom floors. It is here in particular that unnecessarily high
construction costs are caused since every error multiplies itself
by the number of identically stacked guest room floor plans. In
architects’ floor plans which the PCG revises it is common that
we succeed in increasing the number of rooms by 15 percent
or more while retaining existing construction areas and room
sizes, at the cost of circulation areas and ancillary spaces.
To illustrate this point, an example of a floor plan consisting
of an old building and a new wing of a city hotel set around
a courtyard is given. Assuming a standard floor plan with
22 rooms at an average net area of 24.36 square metres and
a room share of 53 percent of the gross floor area, the following potential for optimisation presented itself: A superfluous
staircase was able to be removed, while the second staircase
was moved and reduced in width, complying with emergency
staircase requirements only. Room sizes and the number of
room types were reduced. The balconies were removed, since
they make little sense in a city hotel and require much effort to
maintain. In the old building, two additional rooms at the
inner corners of the courtyard were planned to make use of a
hitherto poorly used area. In one of these rooms, we redesigned
the windowless area which had been difficult to use into a
barrier-free bathroom, even though there wasn’t enough room
to accommodate a second standard bathroom we had recommended. It was possible to reduce the corridor area, while the
service areas were also reduced to the required size. The poorly
used “corridor lounge” was removed in favour of an additional
room per floor. All this resulted in accommodating a total of
27 rooms at the same comfort level with an average net area
of 23.89 square metres and a room share of 64 percent of the
gross floor area. For the hotelier, five additional room units per
floor mean a 23 percent increase in rentable rooms, at equal
building cubature! The curtailments in the original design may
disappoint the project architect though hoteliers are likely to
welcome them since their hotel operations are likely to become
considerably more economical. Finally, the guests, for their
part, don’t notice these things at all since all they see is the finished building and not the design plans.

It’s always the same errors that make a floor plan
uneconomical:
single-sided room arrangement along corridors (singleloaded corridors);
providing more staircases than is required by building
regulations;
too many ancillary spaces;
too many and too large circulation areas, especially
including superfluous enlargements;
too many lifts and too large lift lounges;
relinquishing rooms in favour of a lounge-like corridor
zone with access to an exterior wall.
Architects often believe that hotel guests like to spend their
time in snug seating areas on guestroom floor corridors. This
is why they relinquish one or two rooms (mind you, on every
floor!) to interrupt the façade with a glazed recess where they
can place two armchairs and a sofa. However, economic
efficiency in floor planning doesn’t mean foregoing a small
spatial enlargement in front of lifts in mid-range hotels which
offer an opportunity for decoration and provide waiting room
for guests. It’s also sensible to more generously design the
main staircase than what minimum regulations demand in
order to motivate guests staying on lower floors to avoid using
the lift. However, there is no reason to automatically relinquish
an entire room axis for the staircase and a service room. The
efficiency advantages of equal bay widths are much too insignificant to justify an additional occupation of space.
On an ideal room floor plan without plot restrictions, the net
usable area (i. e. rooms with their bathrooms) can be as high as
75 percent of the gross floor area. Narrow, deep rooms are more
optimal for this purpose than broader rooms of lesser depth
since the share of the costly façade area per room is reduced.
The corridor width too plays a role and should not be less
than 1.30 metres in the two-star category. In mid-range hotels,
a narrower area of 1.40 metres in between bathrooms can be
extended to 1.80 metres in between doors without depriving
the rooms of the functional zone required in the pre-corridor
area. In tower-based floor plans too, high economic efficiencies
can be achieved in spite of single-loaded corridors, provided
that there are at least 18 rooms per floor, interlocking emergency staircases, known as scissor stairs, as well as intelligent

Typical bay widths
Category

Typical brands

Bay width

Room depth

2 stars

Ibis, Ramada Encore

3.20 m

5.75 m

3 stars

Intercity, Holiday Inn Express

3.45 m

5.75 m

Holiday Inn, Mercure

3.75 m

6.65 m

4 stars

Marriott, Radisson

3.95 m

7.60 m

5 stars

Hilton, Sheraton, Hyatt

4.40 m

8.40 m

3 – 4 stars

Area incl. bathroom

Building depth

17.5 sq. m.

13.70 sq. m.

19.0 sq. m.

13.80 sq. m.

24.0 sq. m.

15.60 sq. m.

29.0 sq. m.

17.70 sq. m.

from 35.7 sq. m.

19.70 sq. m.

The ideal planning process in the design phase

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Concept development,
including definition of
room mix

Space allocation plan
taking into account
the area budget

Cost estimation
exclusively on the
basis of area budgets

Collection of essential
planning specifications
(rules / manuals)

Ascertainment of
functional attributions
and requirements

6)

7)

Preparation of preliminary design
(service phase 2, HOAI)
while adhering to the specifications
of the interior designer *

Preparation of preliminary design
(service phase 3, HOAI)
while adhering to the specifications
of the interior designer **

8)

9)

Preparation and submission of
approval planning documents
(service phase 4, HOAI)

Implementation planning
and tendering (service
phase 5 / 6, HOAI)

* The bay width is specified by the interior designer!
** Sockets, lighting, floor structure, etc.

Optimal bay widths, room and building depths in city hotels. The clearance width of rooms has wall thicknesses reduced by 15 centimetres.
In holiday hotels, the areas are 10 to 15 percent larger.

Checklist

Optimisation principles for hotel development
Various principles, which are often mutually exclusionary, can be applied to develop hotel buildings.
Participants should therefore define the respective goals:

corner solutions. As such, we were able to achieve a net usage
area of over 60 percent in our concept for the Midia Zagreb.
When finding a suitable room floor plan, the architect must
plan in advance to accommodate the interior designer’s role,
by giving him / her the possibility of arranging recurring
design elements on the ceilings, walls, and floors. A “torn”,
irregular corridor makes life difficult for interior designers
and irritates guests.

Implementation of the minimum standard prescribed by the operator’s respective brand standards
Aiming at best practices when meeting operator standards
Specifically focussing on the requirements of a specific operator
Meeting the requirements of multiple operator standards

Hoteliers follow different philosophies when it comes to
defining the quantity of storage items in service rooms. As far
as sufficient central laundry storerooms are available, there
should be a mid-sized stock as well as sufficient room for vacuum cleaners, cleaning trolleys, and laundry carts. The space
requirement of technical distribution facilities is often underestimated as nowadays control cabinets, distributors, subamplifiers, or patch panels require a great deal of cabling for
electric appliances, TV, electro-acoustical systems, fire detectors, the telephone system, and data.
However, these aren’t the only requirements for the design
of guestroom floors. In the chapter on building geometry, we
mentioned that building width is costlier than building depth;
hence, the former should be limited to a minimum. Width
dimensions are often determined by the wish to provide a cupboard in the entrance area (a mandatory feature in mid-range
hotels) and by the necessary width of the corridor and the

and the functional requirements is compared with the target
specifications, while the cost estimate is revised and refined.

Minimisation of operating costs instead of construction cost minimisation;
or minimisation of construction costs instead of operating cost minimisation
(for lifts, and technical installations, for example)
Aiming at best practices
Separation of the hotel zone from other operating units in multi-use projects,
to optimise workflow and clearly define responsibilities
Spatial grouping of hotel operating spaces (such as waste storage), and technical facilities (such as
air-conditioning units, tanks, etc.) to reduce space requirements and hence construction costs

Following the building design by the architect, the interior
designer must prepare his / her interior design in such a way that
his / her specifications on socket and lighting arrangements can
be conveyed to the electrical and lighting planner in good time.
In this way, these specifications can be mutually coordinated
and incorporated into implementation planning before the installation company takes up its work on the building site. This is
regularly the case just after the building shell has been completed,
meaning that interior design planning must be completed well
before building shell completion. When a project manager who
is unfamiliar with hotel planning fails to recognise these mutual
dependencies, he / she may end up configuring the timescale of
interior design planning only in conjunction with the commissioning and delivery data for the interiors, which enter the picture only later. In a hotel building with few standard room types
(which includes most hotels), it is useful to first have the interior
designer prepare sketches and drawings, after which these room
types are specified to the architect of the building.
The following two building planning steps correspond to the sequence specified in the HOAI; for architects, interior designers,
and specialist consultants this consists of the design and
approval planning. The design is a coherent and dimensioned,
drawing-based description of the building in terms of floor
plans, elevations, and sections, in a scale of 1 :100, including
a construction description and further detailed calculation
of costs. At this point, the client must decide whether the building should be built in the manner suggested.

The next step is approval planning which is submitted in the
form of a building application. The drawings are dimensioned
in such detail that the cubage and all areas can be ascertained,
so that all calculations and building application documents
can be prepared. The interior designer does only minor legwork
for the architect, which consists of conveying to him / her the
seating capacity of gastronomic facilities and event locations,
the number of beds for the calculation of required escape route
widths, car ports, WCs in public spaces, etc.
During the building approval procedure, it is not the number
of rooms that is decisive but the often contentious number of
beds. Does, for example, a queen-sized, 1.55 metre wide bed
with a continuous mattress count as a single bed or as two
beds? Has the choice of beds been fixed at all for the purpose
of the building application? Building authorities are often
convinced that the expected average occupancy rate per room
(for example, 1.20) can be applied as a basis for calculation.
The structural engineer prepares a preliminary design in the
form of a structural design concept with estimated calculations
and dimensions, as well as contributes to basic design planning
and approval planning in the form of a static calculation. This
is, however, often only submitted much later if the building
authority permits it and the construction schedule leaves
enough time, as there are good reasons to leave the structural
engineering to the construction company in charge of implementation. The diagram above shows the scheduling of different planning steps up to this point, though certain deviations
from it are recommendable.

Guestroom floor in the Chiswick Moran Hotel London.
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Hotel zones
Front of the House (FoH)

The lobby and the reception

Lift lobby on a guestroom floor in
the 25 hours HafenCity Hamburg.

It takes 120 seconds till guests have gained a first impression
of the hotel. There’s no second chance for the first impression!
This is what the Holiday Inn conveys to its franchisors, and it’s
surely right about this. The very first impression is gained already in the driveway, but it is only in the entrance hall that it is
decisive. Much depends on the interior designer, while building
planning defines the overall constructional framework. This is
why the Holiday Inn demands an “architectural point of interest”
so that the architectural concept can support the desired effect.
How does a given hotel intend to present itself to its guests?
Does it want to come across as intimate, lavish, or luxurious?
These are the questions that determine how the space is cut.
The space requirement depends on the size and the hotel
category, as is explained in the accompanying table. This area
encompasses the circulation area, the seating area, and the
reception counter area. A hotel catering to many tour groups or
trade fair activity requires the above-stated values.
Every entrance should provide a porch-like function, either in
the form of a drum door or a conventional porch. The following
doors should be considered:
two stars – manual double-leaf door or automatic door,
always with a porch
three stars – automatic sliding doors, manual drum
door with a three-metre diameter; upwards of 200 rooms,
a motorised drum door with a larger diameter
four and five stars – automatic sliding doors, motorised
drum door with a diameter larger than four metres
When using manual doors, the porch depth should not be less
than 3.50 metres, and when using automatic doors, it should
not be less than five metres, since otherwise both door facilities would be open simultaneously when walking through and
the porch effect would thus be negated. Just like a drum door,
which can scoop in large amounts of cold air into the hall, a
porch requires an air curtain.

The design of individual rooms clearly
distinguishes itself from that of public
zones. The rooms exude an intimate,
cosy, almost living room-like atmosphere.
Playfully evoking a seamen’s home and in
keeping with the hotel’s design concept,
the 25 hours HafenCity Hamburg metaphorically turns guestrooms into berths.
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The diameter of a manually operated revolving door is at least
three metres, which is also the maximum value since manufacturers usually don’t supply larger, manually operated models.
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The façade, the driveway, and the entrance
The lobby and the reception
Bars and restaurants
Conferences and banquets
The public WCs
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Lobby area requirement
Category
2 stars
3 stars

Area in sq. m. per guestroom
0,6 – 1,0
0,8 – 1,2

4 stars

1,0 – 1,5

5 stars

above 1.5

Moreover, it should only have three parts, by no means four, so
that it becomes possible to cross it with a suitcase in hand.
The automatic drum door should preferably have a diameter of
4.50 metres or more, since smaller models are hardly cheaper.
For logical reasons, it only has a single rotor wing with fixed
segments of a circle, i. e. it is bipartite, and has an automatic
sliding door integrated into it for summer operation which can
even be approved to function as an emergency exit.
Even if automatic doors can be equipped with an emergency
exit function, a simple side door with a clearance width of at
least 1.10 metres is useful for transporting the luggage of tour
groups, for example. In higher quality hotels, anti-reflective
Amiran glass can, for example, be used in the door area and the
adjacent zone which makes it easier to look from the outside
to the inside and thus makes the entrance area friendlier and
more inviting.
The costs for such entrance facilities (always using aluminium
construction, and not including special fittings, materials and
the floor, partly recessed into the façade, with its own ceiling /
roof) are as follows:
Porch with double-doors, three metres wide, 3.50 metres
deep: 12,000 Euros
Manual drum door, three metres in diameter: 20,000 Euros
Porch with automatic sliding doors, three metres wide,
five metres long: 24,000 Euros
Automatic drum door, three metres in diameter:
33,000 Euros
Automatic drum door, 4.50 metres in diameter, with an
integrated automatic sliding door: 65,000 Euros

The lobby in the Upstalsboom
Hotelresidenz & Spa in
Kühlungsborn. By changing
materials, the circulations
and seating areas are visually
recognisable. This also has
the advantage that floor
covering materials can be
selected to meet different
wear and tear requirements.
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